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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this study was to evaluate faculty perceptions of student credibility based on email
addresses. The survey was conducted at an upper division business school in Michigan where all
students have completed at least two years of college courses. The survey results show that a
student’s selection of an email address does influence the faculty’s perception of their credibility.
An email address that consists of a nickname reduces the faculty’s perception of student
credibility as well as the domain name of the email service used by the student The reduced
credibility may have a negative impact on the faculty member’s perception of the student.
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INTRODUCTION

E

ducation is a constantly evolving discipline as teaching technologies and student expectations
constantly change. The current body of college students expects technology to be part of their
education and email is a widely accepted teaching and communication technology (Brunner, Yates, &
Adams, 2008). Many of the faculty members at Walsh College routinely use email to communicate with their
students in both onground and online courses. The purpose of this study is to evaluate the faculty’s perceptions of
student credibility based on email addresses of students.
Email is an effective teaching tool because it allows faculty members to respond promptly to student
concerns while creating a paper trail of their communication. Email is also an excellent tool for consistent
communication with large groups of students (Brunner, Yates, & Adams, 2008).
Faculty members that evaluate student work need to be careful of avoiding a “halo effect” when assessing
student credibility. A study of medical students in the United Kingdom found that faculty members carried over
positive impressions from one area of students’ work to other areas of their work (Ottolini, Cuzzi, Tender,
Cuddington, Focht, Patel & Greenberg, 2007). This “halo effect” might impact online education more than onground
education because faculty have fewer types of contact with students in online classes.
LITERATURE REVIEW
Several factors impact how students and faculty view the credibility of each other. Credibility has been
found to have two major dimensions: competence and trustworthiness (Nadler & Nadler, 2001). Credibility may
play a role in how much interaction occurs between faculty and students. Email enables students and faculty to
interact outside of the classroom. Several studies have found that increased amount of out of classroom contact
increases the positive ratings that students give faculty in course evaluations (Nadler & Nadler, 2001). Faculty that
want to improve one student ratings should increase the amount of email communication that one has with students.
It is important that both faculty and students realize the importance of email names. The choice of a name
can have either a positive or negative impact on impressions. A 1993 study found that the use of a given name has a
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greater impression of success than the use of a nickname (Mehrabian & Piercy, 1993). A 2008 study found that the
use of an email address can influence first impression, and first impressions are often lasting impressions ( Back,
Schmukle & Egloff, 2008). A 2009 study found that a faculty member’s email address is an important factor in
determining faculty credibility (Livermore, Scafe & Wiechowski, 2010).
METHOD
In setting up this research project, the username and mail service provider were the independent variables
and perceived credibility was the dependent variable. The following research hypotheses were evaluated:
H1:

Faculty perception of student credibility will be impacted by the domain name used in the email address

H2:

Faculty perception of student credibility will be impacted by the use of nicknames in the user name

To test these hypotheses, a survey was created with the Qualtrics tool and placed online for two months in
2010. Invitations to take the survey were sent to all of the full time and adjunct faculty at Walsh College. Walsh
College is an upper division business school in the northern suburbs of Detroit. Students have all had at least two
years of college courses and been exposed to a variety of faculty before enrolling at Walsh College.
To eliminate gender bias, the survey only referred to male names. Only the most popular male names were
used in an attempt to eliminate name bias. The names used in this survey were a combination of the most popular
first names and surnames according to two different sources.
Based on data from the Social Security
Administration, the three most popular first names in 2007 were Jacob, Michael, and Ethan (SSA 2008). The most
popular surnames were once Smith, Johnson, and Brown (Barker, 1926).
SURVEY
The faculty responded to the following survey questions:
You received an email from Jacob Smith who has registered for one of your classes next semester. Based
solely on his email address of MrBaseball@EDS.com, how credible do you feel this student is? Please rate Jacob
Smith’s credibility on a scale ranging from not credible to extremely credible (not credible, credible, extremely
credible, no opinion).
You received an email from Michael Johnson who has registered for one of your classes next semester.
Based solely on his email address of Michael.Johnson@AOL.com how credible do you feel this student is? Please
rate Michael Johnson’s credibility on a scale ranging from not credible to extremely credible (not credible, credible,
extremely credible, no opinion).
You received an email from Ethan Brown who has registered for one of your classes next semester. Based
solely on his email address of Ethan.Brown@EDS.com, how credible do you feel this student is? Please rate Ethan
Brown’s credibility on a scale ranging from not credible to extremely credible (not credible, credible, extremely
credible, no opinion).
You received an email from Jacob Brown who has registered for one of your classes next semester. Based
solely on his email address of Jacob.Brown@mail.walshcollege.edu, how credible do you feel this student is?
Please rate Jacob Brown’s credibility on a scale ranging from not credible to extremely credible (not credible,
credible, extremely credible, no opinion).
You received an email from Ethan Johnson who has registered for one of your classes next semester. Based
solely on his email address of PartyMonster@AOL.com , how credible do you feel this student is? Please rate Ethan
Johnson’s credibility on a scale ranging from not credible to extremely credible (not credible, credible, extremely
credible, no opinion).
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You received an email from Michael Smith who has registered for one of your classes next semester. Based
solely on his email address of PartyMonster@mail.walshcollege.edu, how credible do you feel this student is?
Please rate Michael Smith’s credibility on a scale ranging from not credible to extremely credible (not credible,
credible, extremely credible, no opinion).
RESULTS
The survey respondents were mostly male, with 40 male respondents and 19 female respondents. Walsh
relies heavily on adjunct members and has approximately three fourths of their classes taught by adjunct faculty
members. The respondents reflect this, with 48 adjunct faculty members responding along with eleven full time
faculty members. At the time of the survey, Walsh only had 16 full-time faculty members and over one hundred
adjunct faculty. The faculty members had a range from 0 to 34 years of teaching experience. The median
experience level was 8 years. The mean amount of experience was 9.456 years with a deviation of 8.077. While
this represents a wide range of years of experience, this was somewhat expected given the wide variation in years of
service to the college provided by adjunct faculty members who teach at a variety of higher education institutions.
Survey results were obtained for each scenario presented to Walsh College faculty and are as follows:

Email Account
Full name at walshcollege.edu
Full name at EDS.com
Full name at aol.com
Nickname at EDS.com
Nickname at walshcollege.edu
Nickname at aol.com

Table 1
Summarized Survey Results
Extremely
Not
Credible
Credible
Credible
31
22
0
18
32
2
15
36
1
0
29
20
1
7
45
0
10
43

No Opinion

Total

8
9
10
13
7
7

61
61
62
62
60
60

The detailed results for each question are as follows:
Scenario one: Mr.Baseball@EDS.com.
20 or 32% evaluated this email address as not credible, 29 or 47% thought it was credible. None of the
respondents thought it was extremely credible and 13 (21%) had no opinion. More faculty felt that this email address
was credible compared with those that found it to be not credible. A Chi-square Goodness of Fit test showed a
significant difference in credibility rankings (Chi-sq= 28.9677, p=.000).
Scenario Two: Michael.Johnson@aol.com
One or 2% evaluated this email address as not credible as opposed to 36 or 58% who viewed this address as
credible. Fifteen responded that it was extremely credible and 10 (16%) had no opinion. Almost 82% of the
respondents viewed this email address as credible or extremely credible as opposed to 47% for the first scenario.
More faculty felt that this email address was credible compared with those that found it to be not credible. A Chisquare Goodness of Fit test showed a significant difference in credibility rankings (Chi-sq= 42.6452, p=.000).
Scenario Three: Ethan.Brown@EDS.com
Only 2 respondents (3%) evaluated this email address as not credible. 32 (52%) thought this person was
credible and 18 (30%) thought he was an extremely credible source. Nine respondents had no opinion. More faculty
felt that this email address was credible compared with those that found it to be not credible. A Chi-square Goodness
of Fit test showed a significant difference in credibility rankings (Chi-sq= 32.9672, p=.000).
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Scenario Four: Jacob.Brown@mail.walshcollege.edu
No one (0) judged this email address to have no credibility. 22 (36%) found it to be credible and 31 (51%)
evaluated it as being extremely credible with eight faculty members having no opinion. This is by far the most
credible email combining a popular and credible male name with a college email address. Using a college email
address lends the most credibility to a student. A Chi-square Goodness of Fit test showed a significant difference in
credibility rankings (Chi-sq= 37.9508, p=.000).
Scenario Five: PartyMonster@aol.com
43 faculty members judged this individual’s email address to be not credible. This is the second highest
“not credible” ranking. Only seven (12%) faculty members found it to be credible and only one ranked it as
extremely credible with seven respondents having no opinion. A Chi-square Goodness of Fit test showed a
significant difference in credibility rankings (Chi-sq= 73.2, p=.000).
Scenario Six: PartyMonster@mail.walshcollege.edu
Even though the mail.walshcollege was used as the email domain, the username PartyMonster created
some doubts in the faculty’s mind as to this person’s credibility. 45 (75%) of faculty respondents evaluated this
email address as not credible. Seven respondents found this email address to be credible and no one found it to be
extremely credible. Seven respondents had no opinion. A Chi-square Goodness of Fit test showed a significant
difference in credibility rankings (Chi-sq= 81.6, p=.000).
On the basis of the results of the Chi-square Goodness of Fit tests, both hypotheses one and two were
supported. Specifically, faculty perceptions of student credibility were impacted by domain name used in the email
address (H1). The use of the college’s email address, regardless of type of user name, was seen as more credible
than any other domain name. Faculty perceptions of student credibility were impacted by the use of nicknames in
the user name (H2). Nicknames were seen as far less credible than real surnames.
CONCLUSION
This project reinforced the concept that an individual’s choice of email address impacts how others
perceive them. Both the user and domain names impact the perception of student credibility. The email address
that provides the most credibility is one that consists of the student’s full name at the school domain name. The
least creditable email address was found to be one that consists of a nickname at the school domain name. Students’
email addresses may impact how their faculty perceives their credibility. If the email address creates a halo effect,
students may find that their email address impact their credibility more in online courses than onground courses
since the only point of contact with the faculty member may be through email correspondence.
It is important for students to be aware that the use of an email address may negatively impact how their
faculty perceives their credibility. While many students have the ability to use a variety of email addresses, it may
be in the their best interest to restrict all email correspondence with faculty to a college assigned email address that
consists of some form of their name and the college domain name.
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